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Lean Manufacturing offers some of the most successful 
production increasing programs available. The application 
of Lean programs, systems, techniques and philosophies 
are known to greatly improve a facility’s effi ciency, profi ts, 
safety and even worker retention.  

Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) falls under the 
Lean Manufacturing umbrella and is used successfully 
throughout the world. The program has been helping 
facilities reduce waste and increase production since the 
late 1960s. Its simplicity relies on worker empowerment 
as the backbone ─ making it ideal for use in modern 
factories, assembly line processes and many other similar 
work environments where machines and tools are relied on 
for production. 

TPM is ideally suited for integration with other Lean 
Manufacturing programs. Often, it is used to lay the 
groundwork for more robust Lean implementations.

If your facility isn’t already using Lean, TPM is an 
excellent tool for learning the fundamentals of Lean. Once 
in place, workers gain hands-on experience applying 
entry-level Lean methods and techniques. They see 
their own actions improve production, workfl ow and 
working conditions. This unique opportunity gives them a 
chance to experience Lean success before more complex 
implementations are applied.

TPM benefi ts are often far reaching and are known to 
positively infl uence the daily lives of all facility employees. 
A positive TPM experience helps bring broader acceptance 
to Lean and opens the door to more challenging programs.

A Basic Outline of TPM 

The concepts discussed are the foundation for successful 
TPM implementation. Reading and understanding the 
methods and techniques will help to improve your 
facility’s level of success. Encourage all managers and 
workers to read this guide. All facility employees will be 
asked to actively participate, promote and sustain TPM. 

Select facility employees will be asked to lead others 
through the TPM implementation and its sustained 
application. Managers, fl oor supervisors and workers 
should all be invited to participate as team leaders. Each 
must understand the benefi ts of the program and truly 
believe goals are attainable. Keep in mind, the program 
is designed to function for the life of a facility. Sustaining 
TPM for the long-run requires continual monitoring, 
feedback and promotion wherever possible.

An Introduction to Total Productive Maintenance
Most facilities have two common goals - reduce waste and increase effi ciency. Nevertheless, a large number of facilities lack an 
appropriate program to achieve these goals.

INTRODUCTION
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Total Productive Maintenance Explained
Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) is an effi ciency improving and waste reducing program built on eight simple pillars. 
Each pillar, or section, describes various TPM concepts used to help facilities achieve desired goals.

With TPM, workers are entrusted to perform routine 
maintenance on the machines and tools they rely on. 
Empowering workers with these duties gives them greater 
control over their work performance.

TPM is very different from most traditional forms 
of Western management. Generally, workers in North 
America are limited to production duties and are not 
allowed to perform maintenance of any kind. When 
the shift ends, specialists are paid to perform routine 
maintenance on all machines and tools. Most North 
American workers have little infl uence over how well the 
tools and equipment they use perform.     

TPM changes this by putting the worker in the 
driver’s seat. With production quotas in place, workers 
are naturally motivated to ensure the machine or tool 
they operate functions at peak performance. In turn, 
TPM improves production and morale while reducing 
maintenance costs.

History

Like several other popular Lean Manufacturing 
programs, TPM is considered a Japanese innovation with 
American roots. Introduced in Japan during the late 1940s, 
early elements of TPM were successfully implemented in 
U.S. military factories during World War II.

After the war, Japanese managers and students learned 
of quality theories and practices during America’s 
reconstruction effort. Lead by U.S. General Douglas 
MacArthur, the effort included more than just materials 
and manpower. MacArthur instituted a program to bring 
modern statistical methods to Japan. 

One of the most famous participants in the program was 
U.S. statistician and management consultant, W. Edwards 
Deming. While collecting statistics for the reconstruction 
effort, Deming gave lectures on many of his own industrial 
quality theories and practices. Japanese managers and 
workers, he said, were open to learning these new ideas and 
showed a willingness to put his ideas into action. 

Quality and production levels at many facilities rapidly 
grew during the following years. By the late 1960s, 
Japanese factories were using a modifi ed version of 

Deming’s theories and practices. They incorporated many 
core elements into a single program they called TPM.  An 
early Japanese adopter of TPM is now one of the world’s 
largest automobile manufacturers. Another is a global supplier 
of automotive parts. Today, these manufacturers credit TPM 
with playing an integral role in their overall success.

AN OVERVIEW OF TOTAL PRODUCTIVE MAINTENANCE

d 
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AN OVERVIEW OF TPM

Benefi ts

There are a number of 
predictable benefi ts most 
facilities share once TPM is 
properly implemented and fully 
functioning.

In general, machine operators 
and associated workers fi nd 

TPM gives them greater control over the jobs they 
perform. Workers are entrusted to monitor the tools 
and machines in their work areas and alert operators to 
issues. Machine operators are assigned to perform routine 
maintenance on the machines and tools they use. For many 
machine operators, this will be the fi rst time they control 
the level of performance their machine or tool provides. 
Greater control over production quality leads to greater 
productivity and morale.

In large assembly processes, TPM empowers hundreds 
of workers to monitor the machines and tools they 
operate or work near for potential issues. With so many 
eyes watching, few issues go unnoticed. Assembly 
workers, conveyor operators, machine operators and 
fl oor supervisors are all responsible for ensuring the 
machines and tools within their processes operate at peak 
performance. Higher levels of production, safer work 
conditions and less downtime are the result.

TPM is a unique program designed to reduce and even 
eliminate the need for scheduled routine maintenance 
downtime. The days of delaying pending adjustments and 

lubrication until a schedule maintenance period are over. 
In TPM, maintenance is performed as soon as possible and 
always by the book. There’s no place for quick fi xes or 
temporary measures in TPM.

TPM demands a proactive workforce. Workers must be 
motivated to resolve maintenance issues as soon as they 
are identifi ed and before bigger issues have a chance to 
develop. Delaying maintenance is unacceptable. Workers 
view maintenance delays as something that will lead to 
increased machine or tool deterioration. Compromised 
equipment increases maintenance costs, minimizes 
effi ciency, diminishes profi ts, makes work more diffi cult 
and even reduces safety.

“Continuously improve all operational conditions, 
within a production system by stimulating the daily 
awareness of all employees” 

- by Seiichi Nakajima, Japan, JIPM, Early TPM innovator

Sustaining TPM is not diffi cult, but requires leaders who 
are willing to promote the program wherever possible. 
Work areas must be continually monitored for issues and 
worker feedback must be sought by management. When 
process issues are identifi ed, adjustments must be made 
without delay. Workers are given more responsibilities 
in this program, but they also have more control over the 
products they produce – making TPM easy to implement 
and sustain.
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Implementation

There are three goals facilities set in TPM. These goals 
are used to challenge workers to maximize production 
quality and speed, while eliminating accidents. 

The three TPM goals: 

 Zero unplanned failures

 Zero product defects

 Zero accidents

Use these goals to promote TPM implementation at 
your facility. Schedule a formal meeting with facility 
managers to share these goals and describe the program 
benefi ts. Keep in mind, facilities around the world achieve 
these goals every day using TPM.

Create a leadership team to monitor and promote 
the program throughout the facility. Team leaders 
will become the backbone of the program and will be 
responsible for ensuring TPM’s overall success.

During the implementation, TPM team leaders will 
meet regularly with key facility managers to develop 
strategies and measure improvements. 

AN OVERVIEW OF TPM
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Pillar 1 Autonomous Maintenance

In TPM, machine operators and maintenance supervisors 
are teamed together to identify and solve equipment 
and tool issues. Machine operators are charged with 
continually monitoring the machine or tool they use and 
documenting issues. Since operators spend more time with 
a machine or tool than anyone, there is a general belief 
in TPM that they are best suited to catch issues before 
damage occurs. 

Maintenance managers review machine operator reports 
daily. When an issue or potential issue is identifi ed, a 
maintenance manager acts immediately to fi nd a remedy. 
Minor issues are generally repaired by machine operators, 
under direction of maintenance managers. The processes 
operators use to perform routine maintenance, must be 
designed by a maintenance manager. The facility depends 

on good teamwork between operator and maintenance 
manager to achieve zero unplanned failures.

Machine operators and maintenance supervisors cannot 
ensure optimum machine and tool performance alone. 
Facilities must be willing to spend money to make money. 
Failing or outdated machines and tools should be replaced 
or upgraded before they slow or stop production. 

Production defects, unplanned failures and accidents are 
eliminated through shared responsibilities. The machine 
operator is never alone in monitoring a machine or tool. 
Other workers must monitor machines and tools within 
their work areas. When an issue or potential issue is seen, 
they are responsible for notifying the machine operator as 
soon as possible.

Ultimately, however, the machine operator is responsible 
for the overall performance and service of the machine 
they operate. 

Machine operator duties may include the following:

 Perform initial cleaning and inspections

 Install countermeasures to protect against dirt 
and dust

 Set and follow cleaning and lubrication standards

 Train and perform general inspections

 Create machine or tool inspection checklists

 Establish workplace management and control

 Continuously strive for improvement

8 Pillars of Activity
To help make TPM easy to implement and simple to follow, instructions are divided into 8 pillars of activity. Like chapters of a 
book, each pillar contains related TPM methods, philosophies and techniques to help ensure the program is properly understood 
and applied. Since each facility is different, some elements may not be appropriate for your specifi c facility. Leave room for 
fl exibility and only apply elements where appropriate. Some elements may require slower implementation to allow time for 
workers to learn TPM and adapt to their new responsibilities.

8 PILLARS
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Pillar 2 Process & Machine Improvement

Waste must now be eliminated from machine and 
tool processes. TPM team leaders generally take turns 
monitoring and collecting data from work area processes 
to identify waste.

To make data easier to collect and understand, divide 
process elements into groups. The following sample 
groups are often used to identify process waste:

• Equipment losses include downtime, speed and quality. 
Common downtime losses are from machine and tool set-
up, adjustments and breakdowns. Speed losses typically 
relate to idling or unnecessary speed reductions. Quality 
losses are often the result of operator or process errors.

• Manpower losses are generally caused by poor cleaning, 
failing to monitor machines and tools, or waiting for 
materials, instructions or quality approval. 

• Material losses are associated with yield, energy and 
material quality.

Ensure the data you collect is always reliable by 
establishing collection periods. Depending on the process, 
data collection periods can range from one hour to one 
week and should randomly sample all shifts. Record data 
by collection period and sample group. Then save your 
data to a spreadsheet. 

Data is most often used to trace issues to a root cause, 
but may also reveal other trends. 

Sample spreadsheet

A number of popularly used Lean formulas can be used 
to help organize data and make it easier to record and 
track. The following formula is commonly used in TPM.

The Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) formula 
helps facilities more clearly follow machine and tool 
performance trends. In OEE, data percentages for 
availability, performance and quality are used to provide a 
single score. 

• Availability is the percentage of uptime a machine records. 
Example: The total time workers were available to operate 
a machine during the sampling period = 100%.

• Performance is the average speed at which a machine 
actually operates. Example: The total average speed a 
machine operated during the sampling period was = 98%.

• Quality is the total number of successfully produced 
fi nished goods. Example: The total number of products 
ordered during the sampling period = 100%.

The OEE score is calculated by multiplying the 
percentages for availability, performance and quality 
together. Data from each collection period will provide a 
new score. When recorded over time, effi ciency levels will 
begin to show trends. 

Displaying performance trends will go a long way in 
helping encourage managers and workers to support TPM 
for the life of a facility. 

8 PILLARS
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Pillar 3 Preventative Maintenance

All workers should have a general familiarity with the 
machines and tools within their work areas. To help promote 
general familiarity, machine operators should lead a work 
area machine and tool training exercise early in the TPM 
implementation period. 

Operators should explain general machine and tool 
operation procedures, routine maintenance and even 
optimum production methods, settings and techniques. The 
goal is to help workers recognize machine and tool issues.

TPM often relies on the support of other Lean 
philosophies, methods and techniques to ensure facilities 
achieve their goals. Preventative Maintenance (PM) 
is popularly used in TPM to help workers think more 
proactively about maintenance. Under PM, maintenance 
managers and machine operators no longer rely on 
ineffi cient, corrective maintenance methods. They work 
to eliminate unplanned machine and tool downtime by 
providing proper maintenance in advance of issues. 

To get the most out of TPM, apply PM to all routine 
maintenance activities. Maintenance managers and machine 
operators actively promote this philosophy in everything 
they do. Under PM, maintenance is a preventative measure 
with a goal of performing it correctly the fi rst time. 

Predictive Maintenance (PdM) is another simple Lean 
method used in TPM to help machine operators anticipate 
machine or tool issues and select optimum periods to stop 
production to perform routine maintenance. 

When maintenance is required, machine operators 
should never search for maintenance parts and tools. In 
PdM, maintenance managers ensure everything a machine 
operator needs for routine maintenance is stocked and ready.

8 PILLARS
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Pillar 4 Early Management of New Equipment

Managers must recognize that all machines and tools 
have an anticipated life and will eventually require 
replacement. TPM team leaders prepare for this eventuality 
by continually researching replacement options and 
providing management with replacement suggestions. 
Their plan should list the most reliable and cost-effective 
replacements available.

Operator suggestions should carry signifi cant weight 
when replacement is required. After all, they’re going to 
be the ones operating and servicing this new machine or 
tool. Develop a machine replacement plan to prepare your 
facility for future demands long before they are necessary. 

Common machine and tool replacement requirements: 

 Easy to operate

 Easy to clean

 Easy to maintain 

 Reliable

 Fast to set up 

 Lowest possible life-cycle cost

Current machine and tool collection data will also 
provide valuable information about tool performance. 
Factor this data into the replacement strategy. Customer 
support, parts delivery and overall quality will also be 
important considerations. 

If a current machine provides excellent operation but is 
poorly supported it may be time to consider an alternative 
brand. Data collection should track these trends so 
machine and tool manufacturers are easily evaluated. In 
some cases, eliminating a machine or tool may actually 
improve process quality and speed. 

Ultimately, the goal of a replacement is to increase 
production through increased reliability, speed, quality and 
service. Always be willing to seek outside help for proper 
training when new replacements are installed.

8 PILLARS
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Pillar 5 Process Quality Management

In TPM, the process 
quality goal is always 
zero defects. 

Zero defects is 
an achievable goal 
for almost every 
manufacturing 
facility – no matter the 
challenges they face. 
Facilities throughout 
the world prove this by 
achieving zero defects 
each day – some 
with very demanding 
assembly processes.

With the bar raised to its highest level, workers are 
naturally motivated to look for improvements and often 
fi nd new solutions to old issues. Once a process or facility 
achieves zero defects, workers begin thinking proactively 
about their jobs. They’re looking to repeat zero defects. 
They now catch issues before a defect can be produced.

Managers and TPM team leaders must support workers 
with positive reinforcement and proper training. They must 
keep workers motivated over the long-run. Rewards are an 
excellent incentive for achieving TPM goals. 

Help foster a positive work environment. Integrate Quality 
Management (QM) principles into TPM wherever possible. 

Four popular QM principles: 

Eliminate barriers 

Provide proper leadership 

Help workers constantly improve

Promote education and self-improvement 

Properly serviced machines and tools allow workers 
to focus on preventative measures. Variability in product 
quality is often eliminated. Keep in mind, quality levels are 
always directly tied to the workers’ willingness to actively 
support TPM and goals may take time to achieve. Be willing 
to celebrate improvement, no matter how little it may be.

8 PILLARS
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Pillar 6 Administrative Work

In larger facilities, administrative departments can help 
support TPM by taking over data-collection duties. With 
this assignment, administrative workers regularly provide 
calculated scores to TPM team leaders.

TPM team leaders can then focus on worker training, 
TPM promotion and making the program stronger and 
easier to sustain over the long-run.

TPM data should always be shared facility-wide. 
Workers must regularly see current performance levels to 
know where to make improvements. 

Post performance reports within individual work areas so 
they’re easy for workers to see and review. Add an element 
of competition to TPM by dividing work areas into 
individual data collection groups. Each work area should 

Pillar 7 Education & Training 

TPM is a people process. All facility employees, 
including those at the highest levels, are expected to 
understand the program and promote it wherever possible. 
Total facility commitment plays a critical role in achieving 
TPM goals and sustaining them over the long-run.

Team leaders should visit administrative departments 
to explain the goals of TPM and how workers strive to 
achieve them. All facility employees should understand 
how important it is for everyone to support them and 
help them achieve these goals. Signs, labels and banners, 
displaying the three goals, are often posted in work areas 
and all department offi ces to help remind employees to 
support TPM. 

When TPM is fully implemented, each facility employee 
recognizes the infl uence their job has on the program. As 
an example, purchasing departments are responsible for 
ensuring suppliers are able to ship machine and tool parts 
within a reasonable amount of time. To decrease shipping 
time, purchasing managers develop lists of TPM approved 
suppliers. These are suppliers with fast shipping histories. 
Accounting departments can streamline parts purchasing 
to ensure downtime is never the result of an administrative 
delay. 

Under TPM, safety supervisors must recognize workers 
are focused on achieving challenging goals. Continuous 
safety training is critical in TPM. Safety never comes 
second to achieving zero defects or zero unplanned failures. 

TPM training is most effective when divided into two areas:

• Soft Skills Training focuses on corporate culture, team 
building and communication skills.

• Technical Training focuses on skill set training and often 
covers equipment operation, preventative maintenance and 
system effi ciency training.

Visually communicate TPM processes in work areas. A 
checklist of routine maintenance duties can be printed onto 
an adhesive label or sign and posted in strategic locations. 
Having a reference, at the location where duties are 
performed, greatly improves safety and TPM success.

then receive an individual 
score which is centrally 
posted for comparison 
with other work areas. 
Awards can even be 
used to help increase 
motivation.

TPM team leaders 
must always be open to 
worker ideas. Leaders 
should share ideas 
with management. If 
approved, implement 

them immediately. Workers should always feel they are 
contributing to the program’s success. 

8 PILLARS
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Pillar 8 Safety & Sustained Success

TPM helps facilities achieve challenging goals. 
However, it’s not uncommon for workers to overlook 
safety when presented with new production goals. In 
TPM, production goals always come second to safety. 
That’s why zero accidents is the most important TPM goal. 
Safety training must be integrated into all TPM training. 
Maintenance steps, posted at strategic facility locations, 
provide easy reminders to be safe and follow procedures. 

Safety supervisors should monitor routine maintenance 
procedures in each work area. Since each machine and 
tool is typically different, they present their own individual 
hazards. Videotaping machine and tool maintenance is an 
excellent way to review methods and techniques, while 
looking for potential dangers.

As robotic arms become more common in the 
workplace, OSHA is recording an increased number of 
injuries relating to their maintenance. One reason may be 
the signifi cant operational difference from other machines. 
Robots are capable of high-energy (fast or powerful) 
movements through a large volume of space. Their arms 
often reach well beyond the base dimension. 

A robot’s pattern and initiation of movement is 
predictable, if the item being worked and the environment 

MACHINE MAINTENANCE SAFE ZONES

-OSHA Technical Manual (OTM)
 Section IV: Chapter 4

are held constant. Any change to the object being worked 
(i.e., a physical model change) or the environment can 
affect the programmed movements. 

To help protect operators from machine or tool motion 
hazards, mark maintenance safe zones with colored labels. 
Visual communication reminds operators where to stand 
when performing specifi c maintenance duties.

It’s a safety supervisor’s job to ensure machine 
operators recognize the benefi ts of doing their job safely 
and following established maintenance procedures ─ 
without exception.

8 PILLARS

Get organized and 
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Long-Term Success

TPM success starts with the machine operator. Machine 
operators are expected to treat the machine or tool they 
operate like it’s their own. When peak performance is 
achieved, the quality of an operator’s maintenance is clear. 
Quality and effi cient production are often the direct result 
of their assertiveness.

Operators rely on the support of maintenance managers 
and co-workers to achieve TPM goals. Maintenance 
managers support operators by providing continuous 
training and monitoring routine maintenance to ensure 
operators perform each step accurately. 

Since operators have an intimate knowledge of the 
machines and tools they use, they are charged with 
monitoring and documenting issues and are uniquely 
qualifi ed to know when to perform regular inspections, 
cleaning, lubrication and calibration.

Since maintenance managers are no longer saddled 
with routine maintenance duties, they are free to 
research preventative maintenance measures. They must 
continuously support machine operators with better 
preventative maintenance procedures and prepare their 
facility for eventual machine and tool replacements.

Win Them Over GraduallyWin Them Over Gradually

TPM is a simple program to implement, but often requires time to win 
acceptance. Like anything new, acceptance to change comes gradually.

Depending on the facility, TPM’s full acceptance may take months if not 
years. Help foster TPM acceptance by ensuring the implementation is 
managed by a knowledgeable group of hand-picked leaders from all facility 
levels. Each must have a solid understanding of how individual workers and 
the entire facility benefi t from its implementation.

Before and throughout the implementation, TPM Team Leaders must lead 
regular meetings with individual work areas to explain the program and 
answer questions. Where TPM confl icts with existing programs or processes, 
delay its application until an acceptable method for integration is found.

Never force TPM onto a facility. Workers and managers must be familiar with its basic principles and be willing 
to move forward on a well-planned implementation fi rst. Once everyone is onboard, start with small changes in 
work duties. This will allow issues to be resolved before TPM is fully implemented. Keep in mind, TPM’s success 
depends on a workforce that’s proactively working to achieve the program goals.  

8 PILLARS
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